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Abstract—Since the early nineteenth century, contemporary observers and historians have argued that the apparent dichotomy in agricultural living standards between a seemingly prosperous northern England and an impoverished south was primarily caused by the new industrial sectors which developed in the north of England between 1780 and the mid-nineteenth century. In Northumberland, the dominant industrial sector was coal mining. This paper challenges the assumption that coal mining was the principal factor in elevating agricultural wages in Northumberland. On the contrary, the mining sector played only a minor role in establishing agricultural wages in Northumberland, and there is evidence that day wages had little impact on agricultural living standards in the region during the nineteenth century.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In January 1851, James Caird and his companions, walking over green English hills, then down into a picturesque valley, came upon a small village of three hundred inhabitants. To Caird’s shock and disgust he noticed that the village and its surrounds were completely filthy. Piles of rubbish lay strewn around the cottages and against the walls. Outside, pigsties were constructed beneath the only window (and therefore the only source of ventilation) of the lodgings, and to Caird’s horror he realised that the cottagers shared their dank premises with horses, pigs and cows [1]. Yet this squalid village was not in the depths of William Cobbett’s impoverished south, such as Dorset and Wiltshire. This was the village of Wark Castle, Northumberland, deep in the heart of what even Caird defined as the ‘prosperous’ north of England [1].

Caird and Cobbett were not alone in making a bi-polar analysis of English agricultural conditions. Most of their contemporaries, and the vast majority of historians since, have accepted the premise that England was, in a sense, two nations, when it has come to an analysis of the condition of agricultural labour: the predominantly rural south, dominated by agricultural distress and the overwhelming poverty of agricultural labourers, and a rapidly industrialising north with high agricultural wages and an improved standard of living relative to the south. Yet if this vision of England in the early to mid-nineteenth century is valid, how does one account for the anomaly of Wark Castle?

In an analysis of the north-eastern county of Northumberland in the period from c1780 to 1850 it is important to examine and challenge the notion - held from the days of Cobbett and Cairns until the present, and epitomised by the north-eastern scholar, Norman McCord - that it was the proximity of other forms of employment, particularly those recently developed following the processes of industrialisation, which created high wages in the north-east and therefore created a higher standard of living for agricultural labourers relative to the south and east [2]. Commentators from Caird to the present day have been convinced that there was greater prosperity in the agricultural districts of the north of England than in the south. The key contributing factor, in their opinion, was the development of industry in the north with its inflationary effects on wages in the surrounding agricultural districts and its propensity to absorb surplus labour in agricultural zones. In this manner the agricultural labour supply was minimised and therefore wages, as well as living standards, increased. Caird, in referring to the 1848 Poor Law returns, noted that the average percentage of paupers in northern communities was only 6.2 whereas in the south the average was 12.1. He attributed this directly to the territorial demarcation of coal in northern England and its new related industries [1]. William Cobbett was convinced that the lack of industries in the south, such as in the villages of the valley of Avon, led directly to rural impoverishment [3], as did Edward P Thompson, noting similar problems in East Anglia, the West country and the south in general [4]. Michael Flinn also attributed what he believed were higher wage rates in the north to industrialisation [5] and Norman McCord was convinced that, as alternative industrial employment was available, farm workers in the north earned better wages [6]. In Northumberland the key industry was coal mining.

II. BODY PART

According to John Buddle, a Northumbrian colliery viewer, in 1829 there were 11,954 workers engaged in mining in the zone of the River Tyne. Of these, almost eight and a half thousand worked underground. There were a further nine thousand employed on the River Wear, making a total of approximately twenty-one thousand men and boys engaged in the industry [7]. By 1851 this figure had reached over forty-one thousand [2]. There were, naturally, other industries, but their capacity to employ was rather limited in comparison. Iron production was one such industry. John Donaldson Selby commented that the iron foundries of Tweedmouth Old, Tweedmouth New and Helen Iron Foundry at Spittal employed only 215 workers between them [8]. Even as late as 1850 the largest of the foundries, at Bedlington, employed only two thousand workers [8]. Similarly, the chemical manufacturers on the Tyne, while employing half the entire national workforce in this industry, employed only 3,067 people by the 1850s [8]. The seven lime
kilns and quarries on the border of Northumberland and northern Durham employed a total workforce of only 162 people [8] and leadworks, while more common in Durham, offered little employment in Northumberland: as late as 1855 only five lead works were in operation at Newcastle [9]. Later, engineering and shipbuilding would dominate the Tyne, but most plants, such as the engineering company of Armstrong, Whitworth & co. at Elswick, did not appear until the late 1840s and therefore could not provide alternative employment to agriculture in the early decades of the nineteenth century [10]. Thus, the principal alternative employment source to agriculture in Northumberland was, clearly, coal mining. If agricultural wages and living standards were to rise as a direct result of industrialisation in Northumberland as argued, the catalyst would be mining. Moreover, this would have been the industry that would have absorbed surplus agricultural labour. And it was precisely this that many contemporaries and later historians argued. In 1833, according to William Blamire, MP for the eastern division of Cumberland, the farming communities in the Northumberland colliery districts were prosperous at this time, specifically because of their links with the coal industry [11], and Norman McCord was typical of many historians when he argued that large collieries such as those at Walker, as well as small collieries servicing local areas, guaranteed alternative employment for agricultural workers [2].

The available evidence, however, raises serious doubts about the effects of mining on agricultural living standards. First, it is a myth that real wages in Northumberland were inflated; and secondly, there are several reasons for discounting the theory of surplus agricultural labour absorption within the coal mining industry.

The real wage indices that so many commentators have relied upon have proven to be unreliable at best and perhaps, inapplicable to Northumberland. In the northern region of Northumberland the standard arrangement for labour was the ‘hind’ing system. Agricultural labourers, generally married, were hired for twelve months from spring to spring [12]. They occupied a cottage, normally attached to the farm, which was free of rent and rates [12]. Most critically, the bulk of their payment was in kind, paid principally in wheat, which was free of rent and rates [12]. This cycle - the ‘hind’ system. Furthermore, as day labourers were a rarity in most of northern and eastern Northumberland, these rates can only apply to a minority of agricultural labourers, principally those residing in the southern part of the county. Even here, most were forced to emigrate from the region and those who remained worked only sporadically throughout the year and regularly only at harvest time. Moreover, most harvest workers were either itinerant Irishmen or, in farming districts close to a town, sometimes miners’ wives, although even this was uncommon in the northern part of the county [9]. At best, therefore, these rates represent a small minority of agricultural labourers in the county, and more probably, they represent not average weekly earnings but simply a multiple of six times the daily wage rate, which no labourer in the county would actually have earned in practice. Even if one takes into consideration the possibility that at harvest time day workers were well paid (relative to the southern counties), it is improbable that this was caused by alternative, highly-paid employment in the mines. It is more likely that these hypothetically high day rates evolved owing to cyclical labour shortages caused by the continued survival of the ‘hind’ system, (for this caused depopulation in Northumberland) [12]. This cycle - the ‘hind’ system causing depopulation, causing in turn labour shortages, forcing in turn farmers to adopt the ‘hind’ system - was exacerbated by the extent of pastoralism in Northumberland. This was less labour-intensive but on the other hand required more constant employment throughout the year and thus contributed further to the survival of the ‘hind’ system [16]. As Caird pointed out, pastoralism at the base of the Cheviot Hills required only a
shepherd and his wages [1], often also paid in kind [1]. If mining had put pressure on the supply of agricultural labour, it would, as Martin Daunton argued, have stimulated further reliance on the ‘hind’ system, not an increasing reliance on highly-paid day labourers, who were needed only at infrequent periods of the year [16]. The sparse population of Northumberland, as mentioned by most contemporary observers, was the most likely cause of hypothetically high wage rates, not inflationary pressure on wages caused by the proximity of the mines.

The second problem concerning mining and agricultural labourers is the theory that the mining industry absorbed surplus agricultural labour and therefore alleviated stress on living standards in agricultural communities. There are, however, several factors that preclude this theory. The first is the inability of agricultural labourers to transfer to coal mining. As John Wilson reported about the Tyne and Wear pit population: “Pitmen must be bred to their work from childhood; they cannot well be drilled to it at a later age; their numbers cannot be recruited from any other class…such repugnance is entertained against going down the pits by labourers of every other description, that they will rather submit to more disagreeable work at lower wages [12].”

This belief - that men were bred to the pit and therefore outsiders were unsuited for the job - was widespread within the industry [17]. A career down the pits began at the age of seven or eight when a boy would enter as a ‘trapper’, responsible for the ventilation doors in the shafts [18], although children as young as five were not unknown in Northumbrian pits in 1842 [8]. He would then progress through a series of jobs until, finally acclimatised to pit conditions, he became a hewer [16]. There was very little likelihood that an outsider would enter the pits as an adult.

This, however, was not the only impediment to an outsider entering the pits. Until 1844 all miners in Northumberland were bound to an annual contract known as a Bond [19]. The contract ran from April to April and allowed only a two-week period for renegotiation of contracts known as ‘binding time’ [7], [19]. As well as limiting the contracting opportunities for agricultural labourers to one fortnight a year, the Bond also tended to develop a ‘skilled caste’ mentality against outsiders amongst pitmen [16], further limiting the scope for entry into the trade for agricultural labourers. The intensity of this ‘caste’ feeling can be observed in the mass adherence in 1826 to the Association of Colliers on the Rivers Tyne and Wear by over four thousand miners [8].

In the industry itself, there were also two fundamental structural problems which would have tended to preclude entrance of agricultural labourers into the pits. First, following open competition resulting in over production of coal, mines were forced to limit hewing, while some smaller collieries employed men for only three days a week by 1830 [7]. Wages therefore fell from 1815 to 1830 and precipitated a crisis in the industry [7]. To add to the problem there was a natural increase in internal population growth within the collieries without any outside pressure from agricultural workers. A Mr. Reay, coal agent to Mr. Russell of Brancepeth, stated in 1834 that a pit population of 125 families could provide twenty to twenty-five young adult hewers annually to a single colliery; an adequate number for internal growth [12]. With over production, low price levels and underemployment within the industry, absorption of surplus agricultural labour was improbable. The second structural problem concerned mobility of labour. It was estimated by J. R. Leifchild that every year twenty-five per cent of Northumbrian pitmen transferred en-masse to other pits in what were known as ‘shiftings’ [8]. Slumps in production at one pit and new or increased production at another would therefore find an equilibrium without resorting to labour from outside the industry. The mobility of miners can be gauged by the fact that only eight per cent of Wallsend’s mining population of 667 residents between 1798 and 1812 was born in the parish [19]. Most had migrated there from other collieries. Furthermore, poaching of miners by one company from another was endemic even though outlawed by the 1805 Coal Owners’ Agreement [19]. Another form of mobility came from the lead miners of Durham. John Wilson noted that in the district of Teesdale many lead miners were forced to migrate to collieries as the local parishes refused to make up their insufficient wages [12]. Mr. Little of Stanhope concurred, noting that in Weardale a downturn in lead prices had caused a similar migration to the colliery districts [12]. And finally, even after periods of intense crisis leading to strikes, the colliery labour force was not recruited from Northumbrian agricultural labourers. Following the strike of 1831-32 miners were brought in from Wales, Staffordshire and Yorkshire to replace local pitmen [8] and during the 1844 strike Irishmen were brought in to work the mines [20]. The structural problems of mobility and underemployment within the mining industry, therefore, tended to preclude the involvement of surplus agricultural labour in coal mining.

There is one further issue in relation to mining and agricultural labour that needs attention. Historians such as Norman McCord have argued that mining was accessible to rural workers owing to the similarities in the use of equipment and methods in both industries, particularly the employment of horses. He therefore postulated a considerable amount of overlap and movement between rural employment and mining [2]. This theory overstates the volume of such employment that mining could absorb from the rural sector. In 1802 at the East Kenton colliery, out of a workforce of forty-two men and boys, twenty-three were hewers, twelve were putters, three were trappers and only four worked with horses [21]. After thirty-nine years there had been no improvement in the industry. At Walbottle colliery, of 361 employees at the pit, only two below ground worked with horses and only four above ground worked in the capacity of general labourers [8]. In the intervening years, the stationary steam engine had replaced horses for winding tasks in shafts and above ground had replaced horse-drawn coal trucks [21]. By about 1841 engine power had been introduced underground wherever possible, further reducing the use of horse power, although horses were never completely dispensed with during the nineteenth century [22]. The opportunities for agricultural labourers to transfer into the mining sector in the capacity of a livestock handler were therefore relatively insignificant and could not account for a vast absorption of surplus agricultural labourers within Northumberland.

III. CONCLUSION

In Northumberland it is therefore incorrect to assert that industrialisation had caused inflated real wage levels in the
agricultural sector. It is equally invalid to claim that large numbers of surplus agricultural labourers were absorbed into local developing industries. In Northumberland the principal industry was coal mining and it did not create wage inflation in the agricultural sector, nor for reasons of inaccessibility, lack of acclimatisation, contractual difficulties, ‘caste’ resistance and structural problems of underemployment and internal mobility, did mining absorb surplus agricultural labour.

APPENDIX

A Northumbrian ‘Hind’ Contract [14]. “I agree to serve the Earl of Tankerville as a servant in husbandry or a common labourer, at Chillingham, from the 13th of May 1835 to the 13th of May 1836, upon the following conditions: to have six bolls of oats (a boll is six bushels), three bushels of wheat, half a stone of cast wool, four bolls of barley, one bushel of rye, one boll four bushels of peas, five bolls of potatoes, one half a stone of cast wool, four bolls of barley, one bushel of wheat, three bushels of wheat, one boll four bushels of peas, five bolls of potatoes, one cow kept, 4l in money, six stones in pork, in lieu of keeping a pig, or hens or other poultry; and I further agree that my cow shall stand in the common cow-house, and that I will find a sufficient woman to work, when called on, for 1s a day, for 40 days in harvest, and 8d for every day’s work the remainder of the year.” “Witness my hand, this 2nd of March 1835.” (signed) John Paes “Witness,” John Jackson.
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